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Introduction (1) Memory hierarchy: memory is a major component in any computer. Ideally, memory should be extremely fast (faster than executing an instruction on CPU), abundantly large and dirt chip. No current technology satisfies all these goals, so a different approach is taken. The memory system is constructed as a hierarchy of layers. Access time (4KB)



Capacity



0.25 - 0.5 ns



< 1 KB



Cache



0.5 - 25 ns



> 16 MB



Main memory



80 - 250 ns



> 16 GB



Disk storage



30 µs - plus



> 100 GB



Registers



As one goes down in the hierarchy, the following occurs: a. decreasing cost per bit. b. increasing capacity. c. increasing access time. d. decreasing frequency of access to the memory by the processor.



i.e. from 130.2 Mb.s-1 to 15.6 Gb.s-1
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Introduction (2) Memory hierarchy: memory is a major component in any computer. Ideally, memory should be extremely fast (faster than executing an instruction on CPU), abundantly large and dirt chip. No current technology satisfies all these goals, so a different approach is taken. The memory system is constructed as a hierarchy of layers. Access time (4KB)



Capacity



0.25 - 0.5 ns



< 1 KB



Cache



0.5 - 25 ns



> 16 MB



Main memory



80 - 250 ns



> 16 GB



Disk storage



30 µs - plus



> 100 GB



Registers



i.e. from 130.2 Mb.s-1 to 15.6 Gb.s-1



The strategy of using a memory hierarchy works in principle, but only if conditions (a) through (d) in the preceding list apply. e.g. with a two-level memory hierarchy H is the hit ratio, the faction of all memory accesses that are found in the faster memory. T1 is the access time to level 1. T2 is the access time to level 2. T is the average access time, computed as:



T = H × T1 + (1 − H ) × (T1 + T2 )



()



Average access time T T1+T2 T2



T1 0



T1/T2



1



Hit ratio (H) 4



Introduction (3) Memory hierarchy: memory is a major component in any computer. Ideally, memory should be extremely fast (faster than executing an instruction on CPU), abundantly large and dirt chip. No current technology satisfies all these goals, so a different approach is taken. The memory system is constructed as a hierarchy of layers. Access time (4KB)



Capacity



0.25 - 0.5 ns



< 1 KB



Cache



0.5 - 25 ns



> 16 MB



Main memory



80 - 250 ns



> 16 GB



Disk storage



30 µs - plus



> 100 GB



Registers



i.e. from 130.2 Mb.s-1 to 15.6 Gb.s-1



The strategy of using a memory hierarchy works in principle, but only if conditions (a) through (d) in the preceding list apply. e.g. with a two-level memory hierarchy Considering 200 ns / 40 µs as access times to the main / disk memory,



T = H × 200 + (1 − H ) × 4 × 104 For a performance degradation less than 10 percent in main memory,



220 = H × 200 + (1 − H ) × 4 × 104 H = 0,999497 then, 1 fault access out of 1990. additional constraints must be considered, a typical hard disk has: Latency



3 ms



Seek time



5 ms



Access time 0.05 ms Total



≈8 ms 5



Introduction (4) Memory management: managing the lowest level of cache memory is normally done by hardware, the focus of memory management is on the programmer’s model of main memory and how it can be managed well. Memory management without memory abstraction: the simplest memory management is without abstraction. Main memory is generally divided in two parts, one part for the operating system and one part for the program currently executed. The model of memory presented to the programmer was physical memory, a set of addresses belonging to the user’s space. e.g. three simple ways to organize memory with an operating system and user programs:



256 User Programs in RAM Operating System in RAM



64



0



Operating System in ROM



192



User Programs in RAM 0



Device drivers in ROM User Programs in RAM Operating System in RAM



When a program executed an instruction like 192



64



MOV REGISTER1, 80 the computer just moved the content of physical memory location 80 to REGISTER1.



0
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Introduction (5) Memory management: managing the lowest level of cache memory is normally done by hardware, the focus of memory management is on the programmer’s model of main memory and how it can be managed well. Memory management without memory abstraction: the simplest memory management is without abstraction. Main memory is generally divided in two parts, one part for the operating system and one part for the program currently executed. The model of memory presented to the programmer was physical memory, a set of addresses belonging to the user’s space. e.g.



programming version of C,D



loadable version of C,D, physical addresses must be directly specified by the programmer in the program itself Program D Program C



Program D



Program C …



…



…



…



…



…



…



…



ADD



28



CMP



28



ADD



92



CMP



124



MOV



24



24



MOV



88



120



20



20



84



116



JMP 24



16



16



80



112



12



12



76



108



8



8



72



104



4



4



68



100



0



JMP 28



0



JMP 88



64



JMP 124



96



256



128 D C Operating System in RAM



96



Main memory



64 0 7



Introduction (6) Memory management: managing the lowest level of cache memory is normally done by hardware, the focus of memory management is on the programmer’s model of main memory and how it can be managed well. Memory management with memory abstraction provides a different view of a memory location depending on the execution context in which the memory access is made. The memory abstractions makes the task of programming much easier, the programmer no longer needs to worry about the memory organization, he can concentrate instead on the problem to be programmed. The memory abstraction covers: Memory partitioning is interested for managing the available memory into partitions. Contiguous / noncontiguous allocation



assigns a process to consecutive / separated memory blocks.



Fixed / dynamic partitioning manages the available memory into regions with fixed / deformable boundaries. complete / partial loading



refers to the ability to execute a program that is only fully or partially in memory.
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Introduction (7) Memory management: managing the lowest level of cache memory is normally done by hardware, the focus of memory management is on the programmer’s model of main memory and how it can be managed well. Memory management with memory abstraction provides a different view of a memory location depending on the execution context in which the memory access is made. The memory abstractions makes the task of programming much easier, the programmer no longer needs to worry about the memory organization, he can concentrate instead on the problem to be programmed. The memory abstraction covers: Placement algorithms: when it is time to load a process into main memory, the OS must decide which memory blocks to allocate. Fragmentation / compaction: is a phenomenon in which storage space is used inefficiently, reducing capacity or performance and often both. compaction can eliminate, in part, the fragmentation. Process swapping is a strategy to deal with memory overload, it consists in bringing each process in its entirely, running if for a while, then putting it back on the disk. Address protection determines the range of legal addresses that the process may access and to ensure that this process can access only these legal addresses. Address binding: the addresses may be represented in a different way between the disk and main memory spaces. Address binding is a mapping from one address space to another.
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Introduction (8) Methods



Fixed partitioning



Partitioning



Placement Fragmentation Swapping Address binding algorithms / compaction & protection



contiguous / fixed / complete



Memory management with bitmap



contiguous / dynamic / complete



Memory management with linked lists



contiguous / dynamic / complete



Buddy memory allocation



contiguous / hybrid / complete



Simple paging and segmentation



noncontiguous / dynamic / complete



Layer



yes / no



yes / yes searching algorithms



no / yes (MMU)



OS kernel



yes (TLB)



programs / services



yes yes / no



yes / no
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Methods



Fixed partitioning



Partitioning



Placement Fragmentation Swapping Address binding algorithms / compaction & protection



contiguous / fixed / complete



Memory management with bitmap



contiguous / dynamic / complete



Memory management with linked lists



contiguous / dynamic / complete



Buddy memory allocation



contiguous / hybrid / complete



Simple paging and segmentation



noncontiguous / dynamic / complete



Layer



yes / no



yes / yes searching algorithms



no / yes (MMU)



OS kernel



yes (TLB)



programs / services



yes yes / no



yes / no
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Partitioning and placement algorithms “Fixed partitioning” Fixed partitioning: the simple scheme for managing available memory is to partition into regions with fixed boundaries. There are two alternatives for fixed partitioning, with equal-size or unequal-size partitions. Size of Max Memory partitions loading size fragmentation equal-size partitions



M



unequal-size [M-N] partitions with M 
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